
Steppermotors and selecting PowerSupplies 
General Performance 

Steppermotors perform best at a higher voltage. The limit for the maximum voltage 
is most often the maximum voltage allowed by the implemented stepperdriver. The 
larger the supply voltage is of the stepperdriver the higher the rpm of the attached 
steppermotors will be. In practice this means a steppermotor with a higher voltage at 
the stepperdriver will have more torque at a certain rpm than a motor with a smaller 
voltage. Also the dimensions of the motor and the inertia of its rotor are of great 
importance. In general smaller motors will be able to have higher rpm due to their 
lower inertia. Therefore its also recommend to use larger drivers HP8078 and higher 
voltages 75V for larger motors (4,5NM 12NM). 

Required Power or amount of Powersupplies: 

The maximum current that a steppermotor system needs is not just a simple 
summation of the current per phase of each stepperdriver.  This would yield a 
ridiculous amount of power supplies.  

For the calculation one need to calculate power required. For the voltage one needs 
to take the rated voltage of the motor and not the actual voltage used. The rated 
voltage for most motors is between 2-5V. 

Assuming 5V rated voltage and a 4,5NM motor which has 4,2A per phase. 

Power Per Coil=  5V x 4,2A  = 21W         Total Power per motor = 21x2= 42W 

The above calculation is a demonstration of the difference when calculating with 
actual voltage. But the calculation does not take into account switching losses, line 
losses, efficiency of the stepper drivers etc. As a rule of thumb we use a factor 2 to 
compensate for these factors. So for this example we would need 42W x 2 = 84W 

For our 48V 8,3A  (400W) Power supply we recommend a maximum of 4 stepper 
motors with 4,2 amps per coil. 

For our 75V 5,2A (400W)  Power supply we recommend a maximum of 2 stepper 
motors with 7A per phase. 
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